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Open Letter To The President Of The United States
Mr. Bush,
This "open letter" is coming from my heart. I want you to know that I am neither a
Republican nor a Democrat and that this is not an attempt to "bash the Government".
You Mr. Bush should be held responsible and liable for any and all acts that were committed
to aid in any "cover up" of the tragic events of September 11, 2001. As President you have a
duty to protect the American people. On September 11th you did not instruct your staff to
issue a nationwide emergency warning/alert to advise us of the attack on America. We had to
receive the news of the attacks via the news networks.
In the months leading up to the attacks you were repeatedly advised of a possible attack on
American soil. During your daily intelligence briefings you were given information that had
been uncovered that the very real possibility existed that certain undesirable elements would
use commercial aircraft to destroy certain "target" buildings. You never warned the
American people of this possible threat. Who were you protecting?
When you took no responsibility towards protecting the general public from the possibility
of attack, you were certainly not upholding the oath you spoke when you took office. In that
oath you pledged to uphold the Constitution of the United States of America.
On the morning of the attack, you and members of your staff were fully aware of the
unfolding events yet you chose to continue on to the Emma E. Booker Elementary School to
proceed with a scheduled event and "photo op". While our nation was under attack you did
not appear to blink an eye or shed a tear. You continued on as if everything was "business as
usual".
In the days following the attacks all air traffic was grounded and Americans, including
myself, were stranded wherever they had been when the flight ban was imposed. I was
stranded at Midway Airport in Chicago, unable to continue on to California for my
daughter’s wedding. Imagine my surprise when I later found out that during this "no fly"
period a number of people were flown out of the country on a 747 with Arabic lettering on
the fuselage. None of these people were interviewed or questioned by any local, State or
Federal agencies. Why were they allowed to leave and who exactly was on that flight. We
know for a fact that some of the people on the flight were members of (or related to) the

royal family of Saudi Arabia and members of the Bin Laden family . Were these people
allowed to leave because of the long-standing relationships that your family has with both
families?
It is my belief that you intentionally allowed 9/11 to happen to gather public support for a
"war on terrorism". These wars, in Afghanistan and Iraq, have not accomplished what you
stated were your goals. Why have you not captured Osama Bin Laden? Where are Saddam’s
weapons of mass destruction? All that has happened is a bill that is passed before Congress
for 87 billion dollars to rebuild what you ordered blown to bits. As an American who lost a
loved one in the "war on terror" I do pray and support our troops who were sent to
Afghanistan and Iraq by you. These troops have and will continue to die for your lies. As an
American I can make this statement as it appears that associates of your family may stand to
prosper from the rebuilding of Afghanistan and Iraq. Mr. Bush the time has come for you to
stop your control over us. Stop blocking the release of certain evidence and documents that
were discovered by the 9/11 Investigation Commission if you have nothing to hide proving
you did not fail to act and prevent the attacks of 9/11. Your reason for not releasing this
material is that it is a matter of "national security". When in fact I believe that it is your
personal credibility/security that you are concerned with. You do not want the public to
know the full extent of your responsibility and involvement.
After 9/11 the Patriot Act and Homeland Security Act were passed. Both of these allow the
government to tap your telephone, search your home, and seize whatever they feel they need
to do on a whim. They can do this without a judge’s review or a warrant. I feel that this is in
direct conflict with our rights as stated in the Constitution and Bill of Rights.
We the families of 9/11 victims need to have answers to the following questions:
1. Why were 29 pages of the 9/11 committee report personally censored at your request?
2. Where are the "black boxes" from Flight 11 and Flight 175?
3. Where are the "voice recorders" from Flight 11 and Flight 175?
4. Why can’t we gain access to the complete air traffic control records for Flight 11 and
Flight 175?
5. Where are the airport surveillance tapes that show the passengers boarding the doomed
flights?
6. When will complete passenger lists for all of the flights be released?
7. Why did your brother Jeb (the Governor of Florida) go to the offices of the Hoffman
Aviation School and order that flight records and files be removed? These files were
then put on a C130 government cargo plane and flown out of the country. Where were
they taken and who ordered it done? It has been over two years since hundreds of our
lost loved ones "remains" have still yet to be identified and their remains placed in a
landfill at Fresh Kill. We want our heroes brought back and given a public and proud
resting place where we all can pay our respects and honor them. These innocent people

never had a chance as they were taken from us on that sad September Day.
In the court of public opinion Mr. Bush, your lies are being uncovered each day. My
husband, all of the other victims and their families and our nation as a whole, has been
victimized by your failed leadership prior to and after 9/11!
I will prove this in a court of law!
Ellen M. Mariani

For Immediate Release: - 11/26/03
PRESS ADVISORY: News Conference - Wednesday - 11/26/03 - 12 Noon
911 Victim’s Wife, Ellen Mariani,
Files RICO Act Federal Court Complaint
Against President Bush and Cabinet Members

(Lafayette Hill, PA - 11/26/03) - Philip J. Berg, Esquire, announced today that he, attorney
for Ellen Mariani, wife of Louis Neil Mariani, who died when United Air Lines flight 175
was flown into the South Tower of the World Trade Center on 9-11 will be holding a news
conference regarding the filing of a detailed Amended Complaint in the United States
District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania on 11/26/03 in the case of Mariani vs.
Bush et al that will be alleging President Bush and officials to include but not limited to
Cheney, Ashcroft, Rumsfeld and Feinberg that they:
1.
2.
3.
4.

had knowledge/warnings of 911 and failed to warn or take steps to prevent;
have been covering up the truth of 911; and
have therefore violated the laws of the United States; and
are being sued under the Civil RICO Act.

Berg stated: "I will be detailing the charges against Bush and others and handing out copies
of the:
1. Amended Complaint;
2. a Letter from Ellen Mariani to President Bush that sets forth her beliefs that President
Bush knowingly and willfully failed to act and prevent the murder of her husband on
911 and the ongoing obstruction of justice; and
3. a Sworn Affidavit that the United States government twenty-eight (28) years ago
undertook a study to prevent the very events of 911.

Mrs. Mariani was the first victim family member to bring civil action regarding the events of
911 against United Airlines. Since then, the "truth" of 911 has not been forthcoming and
Mrs. Mariani, for the good of her country, now seeks the truth via this courageous action
under the RICO Act.
Berg said: "The events surrounding ‘911’ to date have yet to be uncovered."
While America was under attack, for approximately the next seven (7) to eighteen (18)
minutes Defendant GWB continues to listen to the goat story while Plaintiff’s husband was
just murdered and does not immediately assume his duties as Commander-in-Chief of the
United States Armed Forces.
Plaintiff, with her amended complaint intends to expose the truth to remember the dead and
to prevent continued deaths of American military personnel due to President Bush’s "failure
to act and prevent" the worst attacks on our nation since Pearl Harbor.
Plaintiff hereby asserts Defendants, officially and individually are exclusively liable to
answer the Counts in this Complaint under the United States Constitution and provisions of
the 18 U.S.C. § 1964 (a) and (c), Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act
(hereinafter "RICO Act") for "failing to act and prevent" the murder of Plaintiff’s husband,
Louis Neil Mariani, for financial and political reasons and have "obstructed justice" in the
aftermath of said criminal acts and omissions.
Defendant GWB has purported to the American People and the Plaintiff that the infamous
attacks of "911" were directly masterminded by Osama bin Laden and his Al Qaeda Network
terrorists (hereinafter "OBL"), almost immediately after the attacks. Yet, Defendant GWB
has not been forthright and honest with regard to his administration’s pre-knowledge of the
potential of the "911" attacks and Plaintiff seeks to compel Defendant GWB to justify why
her husband Louis Neil Mariani died on "911."
Plaintiff believes Defendant GWB is invoking a long standard operating procedure of
invoking national security and executive privilege claims to suppress the basis of this lawsuit
that Defendant GWB, et al., failed to act and prevent the "911" attacks.
Plaintiff asserts, contrary to Defendant GWB’s assertion that OBL is responsible for "911,"
the compelling evidence that will be presented in this case through discovery, subpoena
power by this Court and testimony at trial will lead to one undisputed fact, Defendant GWB
failed to act and prevent "911" knowing the attacks would lead to our nation having to
engage in an "International War on Terror (IWOT)" which would benefit Defendants both
financially and for political reasons.
There are significant business ties that will be proven between Defendants and OBL’s family
which raise serious conflict of interest and other matters wherein "failing to act and prevent"
the "911" attacks have benefited Defendants.

Reports have emerged and will be confirmed through discovery that the Carlyle Group, the
giant U.S. defense contractor until recently employed Defendant and former President GHB.
Hence, the "Bush Family" and other Defendants financial profiting by war goes to the heart
of Plaintiff’s RICO Act claim.
Plaintiff asserts, in the late 1970’s and throughout the 1980’s, Defendants were allies with
OBL and Saddam Hussein during the former Soviet Union’s invasion of Afghanistan and
Iran-Iraq war respectively, wherein, personal and political deals were made and it is believed
upon discovery, these dealings hold the truth about "911."
In sum, Plaintiff will call to trial former federal employees with firsthand knowledge and
expertise with military intelligence and other duties to support the underlying RICO Act
foundational basis to prove Defendants have engaged in a "pattern of criminal activity and
obstruction of justice" in violation of the public trust and laws of the United States for
personal and financial gains.
Plaintiff will prove, Defendants have engaged our nation in an endless war on terror to
achieve their personal goals and agendas.
Philip J. Berg, Esq.
///////
Copy of sixty-one [61] page Amended Complaint available by e-mail -- contact Phil Berg at
PJBLAW@aol.com
///////
[Berg is a former Deputy Attorney General of Pennsylvania; former candidate for Governor
and U.S. Senate; an attorney with offices in Montgomery County and an active practice in
Philadelphia, PA.]
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